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Outline

 Background – the need for coordinated
wage restraint

 Experience from other Nordic countries

 Establishing a wage leadership model in 
Iceland
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Impressive recovery
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Unemployment is falling
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Wage growth is high
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Depreciation about to be reversed
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Inflation is low but will increase
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High domestic inflation and 
low imported inflation
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Unit labor costs on the rise
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If high wage growth persists

 High wage growth

 => High domestic price growth

 =>Must have low or negative growth in 
import prices to reach inflation target

 => Requires appreciation that weakens
competitive position

 Central bank will raise the interest rate sufficiently
to reach inflation target
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Wage setting in other Nordic 
countries

 Broad consensus since 1990s to adapt the
wage setting to a low inflation economy

 Wage leadership model with manufacturing
sector as wage leader

 Variation depending on organisational and 
economic structure and historical
development

 Role of peak organisations

 Role of mediation institution

 Government intervention

 Arbitration procedures
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Norway – «Frontfagsmodell»

 Main confederations LO and NHO play 
important coordinating role

 Tripartite coordination in govt. commissions, Tech. 
calc. Com (TBU), Contact com., etc

 Industry agreement provides signal

 But most of the wage setting at the local level

 Since 2014, NHO/LO announce estimate for 
total wage growth in the manufacturing
sector, based on industry agreement

 Serves as norm for wage growth in other sectors

 Mediation institution promotes norm

 Public sector follows norm

 Compulsory arbitration may be used 

 National Wage Board usually follows norm



Norway: Parallell wage growth across groups

Average annual wage growth
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Denmark – centralised
decentralisation

 Main confederations LO and DA coordinate
but are not parties to the agreement

 Centralisation of organisational structure

 Manufacturing agreement for blue-collar and 
white collar workers play key role

 DI and CO-industry (bargaining cartel)

 Mediation institution with power to link areas

 80-85 percent of employees in DA area have 
minimum wage agreements with local wage
bargaining under peace clause

 Public sector pay linked to private sector

 Excess pay increase deducted 100 percent

 80 percent compensation of lower pay growth
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Sweden – coordinated
decentralisation

 New principles established in Industry 
Agreement in 1997

 Manufacturing sector (export industry) as wage
leader

 Syncronisation of duration & expiration of contracts

 Impartial mediators to ensure coordination

 Considerable wage setting at local level

 Swedish National Mediation Off. establ 2000

 Mediate in labour disputes and promote efficient
wage formation

 Cannot prevent wage agreements above norm
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Wage setting structure in 
Iceland is challenging

 Right to bargain is vested in local unions 
which are fairly small and organised along
occupational lines

 Implies strong position in wage negotiations

Strong position exacerbated by

 High unionization rate

 Extension clause: contract wage becomes
binding minimum wage

 Priority clause giving union workers priority
to jobs in their area
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Wage leadership model
(frontfagsmodell)

 Outcome for wage leader forms the norm for wage
growth in other parts of the economy

 Ensure international competitiveness

 Income sharing among workers and capital

 Same wage growth in different parts of the economy

 Instrument for coordination

 More than pattern bargaining

 Macroeconomic stability – ensure high employment

 Broad support among labour market partners

 Alternative: centralisation/tighter coordination

 Wage leader must take economy-wide consequences into
account

 Other groups follow the norm from the wage leader
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Establishing a wage leadership
model requires

 Develop a common understanding among the 
labour market parties about the challenges and 
the need for wage moderation

 Establish a wage leader which negotiates first and 
thus sets the norm for the wage growth in other 
parts of the labour market.

 Ensure that the norm for the wage growth is 
followed elsewhere in the labour market.
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A common understanding of the
need for wage moderation

 Too high wage growth damages the economy, 
with bad consequences for all

 High wage growth => high price growth => high
interest rate => appreciation of krona => weaker
international competitiveness => job loss

 Strong common interest to keep wage growth moderate

 Relative wages/income is a zero-sum game

 Unavoidable conflicts of interest

=> Handle distributional conflicts with moderate 
wage growth
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Handle distributional conflicts
with moderate wage growth

 Short run scope for deviations

 Deviations will damage the coordination

=> Commitment and trust-building

 Institutional structure

 National economic council

 Technical calculation committee for wage
settlements

 Collaboration and contact, joint reports ?
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Establish a wage leader which
sets the norm for wage growth

Two key requirements of a norm

 Consistent with satisfying/sustainable
evolution of economy

 Consistent with inflation target

 Must be accepted by labour market partners

 Wage agreement rather than expert/corporatist
committee
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Criteria for selecting a wage
leader

 Stable economic environment,  to avoid large, 
idiosyncratic fluctuations in the wage growth

 Competence and understanding in the relevant 
organisations

 Has incentive to keep wage growth down 
because firms are negatively affected if wage 
growth is too high

 Gives a reliable and unbiased norm (signal)
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Ensure that the norm is followed
in other parts of economy

 Must prevent wage-wage spirals

 Aim for constant relative wages => same 
percentage wage growth in all parts of
economy

 Room for flexibility within negotiation areas

 Adjustment of relative wage possible prior to 
system starts, or under exceptional
circumstances

 But will involve risk to coordination
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Measures to ensure that the
norm is followed

 Internal coordination among unions/ 
federations and employers’ federations

 Coordination with political authorities

 Mediation officer – measures used to prevent 
wage growth above the norm

 Arbitration schemes/compulsory arbitration 
reducing the possibility of obtaining more than 
the wage norm by industrial action

 Should probably pursue all three in 
combination
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Internal coordination among 
unions and employers

 Ample empirical evidence that coordination of 
wage setting leads to lower unemployment.

 Denmark & Norway:  Mergers of unions and 
strengthened coordination of wage setting

 Wage setting structure in Iceland is challenging

 bargaining rights vested in small unions organized 
along occupational lines, 

 extension rules and priority clauses

 Challenging structure of the wage setting in 
Iceland increases the need for coordination in 
wage setting
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Mediation officer - prevent wage 
growth above norm

 Notice periods, consequence for violating rules 

 Duty to take part  in negotiation

 Power to postpone industrial action

 Duty to conduct a ballot prior to industrial 
action

 Scope for linking several agreements in one 
ballot

 Denmark: weak control over unions => stronger 
mediation institution

 Norway: proposals by mediation officer always 
consistent with norm from “frontfag”. 
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Arbitration/compulsory
arbitration

 Rules for sending disputed negotiations to 
arbitration

 Guidelines for arbitration

 Norway: National Wage Board 
(Rikslønnsnemnda). 

 Decisions to stop a work conflict and invoke the Wage 
Board in practice taken by the Government

 Perm board with three unaffiliated experts; LO & NHO 
one repr. each; one repr. from each of disputing parties

 With few exceptions, the Wage Board rules in 
accordance with the norm from the wage leader. 

 Improvements/changes should be achieved in ordinary 
negotiations, possibly after a conflict, and not as a 
ruling from the Wage Board. 
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Conclusions

Establishing a wage leadership model requires

 Develop a common understanding among the 
labour market parties about the challenges and 
the need for wage moderation

 Establish a wage leader which negotiates first and 
thus sets the norm for the wage growth in other 
parts of the labour market.

 Ensure that the norm for the wage growth is 
followed elsewhere in the labour market.
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Extra material
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Wage share is falling almost
everywhere

Technological
change

Weaker unions

Low cost countries

Deregulation and 
privatisation

Labour market
reforms

Weaker
bargaining
position
(«financialization)


